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Size, shape and orientation of macro-sized substrate protrusions
affect the toe and foot adhesion of geckos
Yi Song1,2, Jiwei Yuan1,*, Linghao Zhang1,*, Zhendong Dai1,‡ and Robert J. Full2,‡

ABSTRACT
Geckos are excellent climbers using compliant, hierarchically arranged
adhesive toes to negotiate diverse terrains varying in roughness at
multiple size scales. Here, we complement advancements at smaller
size scales with measurements at the macro scale. We studied the
attachment of a single toe and whole foot of geckos on macroscale
rough substrates by pulling themalong, across and off smooth rods and
spheres mimicking different geometric protrusions of substrates. When
we pulled a single toe along rods, the force increased with the rod
diameter, whereas the attachment force of dragging toes across rods
increased from about 60% on small diameter rods relative to a flat
surface to ∼100% on larger diameter rods, but showed no further
increase as rod diameter doubled. Toe force also increased as the
pulling changed from along-rod loading to across-rod loading. When
toeswere pulled off spheres, the force increasedwith increasing sphere
diameteras observed for along-rod pulling. For feet with separated toes,
attachment on spheres was stronger than that on rods with the same
diameter. Attachment force of a foot decreased as rod and sphere size
increased but remained sufficient to support the body weight of geckos.
These results provide a bridge to the macroscale roughness seen in
nature by revealing the importance of the dimension, shape and
orientation of macroscale substrate features for compliant toe and foot
function of geckos. Our data not only enhance our understanding of
geckos’ environmental adaptive adhesion but can also provide
inspiration for novel robot feet in development.

KEY WORDS: Gecko adhesion, Macro-scale roughness,
Distributed toes, Adaptability

INTRODUCTION
Among the legged animals, geckos can agilely maneuver on various
terrains in all orientations (Autumn et al., 2006a; Chen et al., 2006;
Song et al., 2020a; Wang et al., 2011, 2015) by using their
hierarchically arranged, compliant feet which are covered with
elaborate hairs or setae (Ruibal and Ernst, 1965). The foot hairs are
distally curved and branched (Ruibal and Ernst, 1965), and can only
generate adhesion if they are proximally dragged while being
pressed against the substrate at the same time (Autumn et al., 2000),
resulting in toes possessing high directionality while generating
frictional adhesion (Autumn et al., 2006b). Yet, feet with multiple
toes are surprisingly capable of generating environment-adaptive

forces on diverse terrains varying in roughness at multiple size
scales (Russell and Johnson, 2007). Understanding the interactions
between geckos’ feet and the rough substrates remains a challenge
(Higham et al., 2019; Niewiarowski et al., 2019; Russell et al.,
2019). If addressed, it could not only assist in explaining gecko
behavior and ecology, but also provide more effective inspiration for
artificial adhesives (Ge et al., 2007; Gorb et al., 2007; Qu et al.,
2008; Sitti and Fearing, 2003) and robot locomotion (Daltorio et al.,
2006; Kim et al., 2007; Menon and Sitti, 2006; Unver et al., 2006).

Studies quantifying force production of feet during locomotion
have been carried out on smooth surfaces like level ground (Chen
et al., 2006), vertical walls (Autumn et al., 2006a; Song et al., 2020a),
and even ceilings (Song et al., 2020b; Wang et al., 2015).
Investigators have recognized that geckos, and gecko-inspired
adhesives can operate on 3D terrains whose roughness varies over
multiple spatial scales (Alexander, 2003; Kaspari and Weiser, 2007;
Niewiarowski et al., 2019; Russell and Bellairs, 1976; Russell and
Johnson, 2007, 2014; Song et al., 2016). The effects of substrate
roughness on adhesion have been primarily explored at nano-, micro-
andmesoscopic scales (Gillies et al., 2014; Huber et al., 2007; Naylor
and Higham, 2019; Niewiarowski et al., 2019; Russell and Higham,
2009; Russell and Johnson, 2007; Stark et al., 2013; Vanhooydonck
et al., 2005). As geckos climb microscale rough terrains, their
acceleration performance exhibits a clear roughness dependence
(Vanhooydonck et al., 2005). During interactions with nanoscale
rough substrates, the adhesion of spatulae varies nonlinearly as the
substrate roughness (root mean square, RMS) increases from∼20 nm
to ∼2000 nm (Huber et al., 2007). Tests with whole organisms also
confirm a nonlinear variation in clinging force on microscale rough
surfaces (Pillai et al., 2020). As toes and feet negotiate mesoscopic
roughness, the intermediate-sized blood vessels, tendons, muscles and
lamellae allow setal fields to further conform to surface irregularities to
produce greater forces (Gillies et al., 2014; Russell, 1981, 2002).
Nonetheless, lamellae adhere most poorly when the substrate feature is
comparable to their length but perform well on substrates with smaller
or larger mesoscopic features (Gillies et al., 2014). When geckos
behave in their surroundings, the microscale and mesoscale roughness
can cause significant reductions in the substrate area available for setae
to contact (Russell and Johnson, 2007; Stark et al., 2015). The
reduction in effective contact area further results in reducing the
acceleration performance of geckos when they climbmicroscale rough
terrain (Vanhooydonck et al., 2005). However, their claws may
mitigate these issues (Naylor and Higham, 2019; Zani, 2000) if the
undulations are comparable to the size of claw tips (Dai et al., 2002).

The attachment of toes and feet on macroscale rough substrates
where claws can be inoperative (Song et al., 2016) is essential for
animals operating in natural environments with three-dimensional
geometric shapes and protrusions that include rocks, rough tree
bark, twigs and branches (Higham and Jayne, 2004; Krause and
Fischer, 2013; Schmidt and Fischer, 2010). For geckos, the unique
tendinous structures (Abdala et al., 2009) in toes allow their feet toReceived 29 February 2020; Accepted 17 February 2021
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conform to and even grasp large convex shapes with soft toes (Song
et al., 2020a) and to adjust the alignment of toes while climbing on
perches as the slopes change (Zhuang and Higham, 2016). Russell
et al. (2019) recently emphasized that understanding the interaction
between the locomotion appendages of geckos and the natural
environment remains a necessity to enhance our knowledge of
geckos setae and gecko biomimetics.
Here, we quantified the effect of macroscale geometric

protrusions on adhesive function in geckos at the level of single
toes and multiple distributed toes composing a foot. We pulled
single toes and whole feet attached to rods and spheres of
diameters comparable to the size of the toes and feet while
measuring force and varying three parameters: size, shape and
orientation. Our findings not only expand our understanding of
bio-attachment by providing insight into how geckos might
interact with macroscale unevenness differing in shape and
orientation, but pave the way toward the development of energy
landscapes defining the risks and opportunities of the routes in
natural terrains (Othayoth et al., 2020).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
We purchased seven geckos [Gekko gecko (Linnaeus 1758)] with
mass of 82.3±13.4 g (mean±s.d.) from Guangxi, China, for the

experiment. The animals were raised in separate cages in a 12 h:12 h
light:dark cycle room, at a temperature of ∼27°C and humidity of
35–45%. The animals were fed live insects every other day and
given water daily. The experiment was approved by the Jiangsu
Association for Laboratory Animal Science and performed under
the Guide of Laboratory Animal Management Ordinance of China.
No animals were injured during the experiments.

Experimental setup
Using a force platform apparatus (Fig. 1A), we measured both shear
(tangential) and normal (vertical) forces, because shear force of toes
and feet of geckos may be affected by normal loads. Considering
that the large size of substrate protrusions can result in offsets or
misalignments between the loaded force and the principal axes of
force sensor that further cause moments affecting the force
measurement, we used two symmetrically placed 2D strain-gauge
type force sensors (NBITCo. Ltd, Nanjing, China) at the same time.
The gauge bridges of the two sensors were in parallel so that they
functioned as one, and the possible error caused by the moments
mentioned above could be decreased. Physically, the two sensors
were connected by using a carbon fiber enhanced plate (CFRP plate,
40×50×3 mm). The force directions of the apparatus are indicated
by the red and cyan symbols (arrows, crosses and dots) in Fig. 1.
Table 1 indicates the performance of the whole apparatus.
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Fig. 1. Setup to measure the attachment force of single toes and whole feet of Gekko gecko on macro-sized substrates. (A) Experimental setup. Two
parallel and symmetrical 2D force sensors were connected by using a carbon fiber enhanced plate (CFRP plate, 40×50×3 mm) so that they functioned as one.
The red and cyan arrows indicate the force direction of the whole apparatus. See Table 1 for detailed calibration results. While testing the third toe of a
foot, we wrapped the other toes with Teflon film. (B) Trestles were used to connect the CFRP plate and the macroscale substrate protrusion that varied in shape
and diameter (1–6). (C) Tests conducted on a single toe for each condition (1–4) and a control (5). The dark brown arrows show the dragging direction, and the
small red and cyan symbols indicate the direction of the measured force in the tests. (D) Tests conducted on a foot for (1) rod and (2) sphere grasping and
(3) shear and (4) normal adhesion controls. The red crosses here indicate that the tangential direction is perpendicular to the paper, pointing inward, whereas the
cyan dot indicates that the vertical direction here is perpendicular to the paper, pointing outward. (E) Time sequence displaying how a test was conducted.
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To construct macroscopically rough terrains, we mimicked
macroscale protrusions of a substrate using smooth acrylic rods,
spheres, semicircle rods and hemispheres with diameters ranging
from 6.4 mm to 38 mm to minimize the influence of local
microscale irregularity on setae attachment. To leave enough
space for distributed toes of a foot to grasp the small rods and
spheres (6.4 mm and 12.7 mm in diameter), we did not connect
these rods and spheres with the CFRP plate directly, but used trestles
manufactured by 3D printing (Fig. 1B).
Two highspeed cameras (100 frames s−1, Blackfly, FLIR Systems)

monitored the experiments while a NI DAQ model (SCXI1000,
National Instruments) collected the force signals at 500 Hz. In the
tests on toes (Fig. 1C), cameras video recorded from a lateral view
(Fig. 1A, camera 1) and the top (camera 2). For feet with spread toes,
we pulled them in the normal direction (Fig. 1D). In these tests, the
top camera (Fig. 1A, camera 2) was moved to a tangential position
(camera 3).

Tests and trial selection
Following the methods used by Gillies et al. (2014), we measured
the attachment force of the third toe of a front foot or that of an entire
front foot with separated, distributed toes by pulling these structures
along or across rods and spheres of varying sizes (Fig. 1C,D).
Fig. 1E exemplifies a complete test conducted with a foot. An
individual was tested at most twice every 3 days with at least 5 h of
rest between the two tests so that no animal was injured or fatigued
during the experiment.
First, we measured the attachment force of the third toes of a front

foot of geckos across and along rods and on spheres (Fig. 1C, 1–3).
Since geckos attach to the rods and spheres on their own accord
upon contact, we did not press the toes and feet toward the surface as
a preload. In each test, we continuously dragged a toe 2–3 times,
then pulled it on a flat acrylic sheet once as its own control (Fig. 1C,
5). The substratum was cleaned with 75% alcohol before each test.
We followed these tests by measuring the attachment force on a
12.7 mm diameter rod while changing the angles between the toe
and rod axis, as shown in Fig. 1C, 4. During these tests, the other
toes were gently wrapped with Teflon film so that they could not
touch the rods or spheres. After obtaining data from a single toe, we
measured the force of the same front foot from the same individuals
as they grasped the rods and spheres in the sameway (Fig. 1D, 1 and
2) with both shearing and normal peeling (Fig. 1D, 3 and 4) on the
flat surface as their controls.
In our experiments, the toes and feet were dragged by human

hands at a random speed, which ranged from 1 to 1.5 mm s−1. All
the pulling was done by the same experimenter. Calculations based
on the findings of Gravish et al. (2010) showed that the effect of
dragging velocity on the frictional adhesion is less than 10% across
the range of these velocities, so adjusting for dragging velocity as a
variable when analyzing results did not affect trends or conclusions.
We used several criteria to select trials for analysis. (1) Calculations

from the videos showed that the velocity of the pulling speed was
within our set range. (2) For toes, the peak control force was greater
than a critical value of 1 N, which was about the weight of the gecko.
For feet, the critical maximum shear force on the flat surface was set
as 7 N (Song et al., 2020a), and that of the normal force on the flat

surface was set as 0.5 N. (3) The peak force in the direction
perpendicular to draggingwas less than ±1 N.Using a critical force as
a benchmark, as in Gillies et al. (2014), we better standardized the
data by removing alignment anomalies produced by the animal or the
experimenter during the measurement.

Data processing and statistics
While pulling a toe or a foot along or across rods or spheres, the
shear force developed rapidly after pulling began and decreased as
the toe or foot separated from the substrate. Fig. 2 shows an example
of pulling a single toe across a 25.4 mm sphere. The shear force of a
single toe increased as a function of time until a near steady statewas
attained. We selected the maximum force for further analysis. We
normalized the data relative to the maximum force from the
corresponding flat control trial to minimize the possible differences
caused by individual variation. The normalized value is referred to
as relative force hereafter. To be simple in the following sections,
the words ‘toe’ or ‘toes’ mean single toe measurements and the
words ‘foot’ or ‘feet’ refer to foot experiments with multiple toes.

To determine how the macroscale rough substrate affects the
adhesion of single toes and whole feet, we carried out statistical
analysis for the relative force using SPSS 19.0 (IBM, USA). We
used the Kruskal–Wallis (KW) test and repeated-measures ANOVA
analysis with the Scheffe method for post hoc tests for variables of
diameter (D) and toe direction (θ). A significance level of 0.05 was
used throughout. In the text, the absolute force is represented as
mean±s.e.m., whereas the relative force is mean±s.d.

RESULTS
Toe adhesion
The maximum force produced by a single toe for all curved surfaces
ranged from 0.86 to 6.33 N (Fig. 3B,E), whereas the force on the
flat control surface averaged 4.39±0.34 N (N=7 animals, n=225
measurements) (Fig. 3A,D). There was no significant relationship in
control toe forces as a function of rod or sphere diameter (Fig. 3A,D;
P>0.05). When we pulled the third toe of the front foot of geckos
along rods whose diameter varied from 6.4 mm to 38 mm, the
absolute maximum force increased from 2.13±0.56 N (N=7, n=47)
on the 6.4 mm rod to 4.07±0.35 N on the 38 mm rod (Fig. 3B, green,
N=7, n=48). The maximum force for across-rod pulling increased
from 2.72±0.59 N (N=7, n=43) on the 6.4 mm rod to 4.45±0.52 N
(N=7, n=52) on the 12.7 mm rod, then slightly decreased to 4.05±
0.56 N (N=7, n=46) on the 38 mm rod (Fig. 3B). The force in across-
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Fig. 2. Example of toe force in across-sphere pulling as a function of time.
The diameter of the sphere was 25.4 mm. The whole distance of pulling is the
length of the toe (∼10 mm). The red line represents the shear force,
while the cyan line represents the normal force. The force traces were not
filtered. Data were collected at 500 Hz.

Table 1. Calibration parameters of the force-measuring apparatus

Direction Full scale (FS) Nonlinearity Resolution Coupling

Normal 20 N 0.51% FS 0.017 N 0.78% FS
Tangential 20 N 0.41% FS 0.013 N 0.60% FS
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sphere pulling (Fig. 3B, orange) increased with increasing sphere
diameter similar to that for along-rod pulling, rising from 2.86 N
(12.7 mm sphere, N=7, n=47) to 4.02 N (38 mm sphere, N=7, n=46).
By dividing the measured curved surface forces with their
corresponding flat control force, we obtained the relative force for a
single toe in along-rod, across-rod and across-sphere pulling shown in
Fig. 3C. The relative force of a single toe in along-rod pulling
increased as the diameter of the rods increased (Fig. 3C, green; KW,
χ2=114.46, d.f.=3, P<0.001). By contrast, the attachment force of
dragging toes across a rod increased from 60% on small diameter rods
(6.4 mm) relative to a flat surface to 105% on larger diameter rods
(12.7 mm; Fig. 3C, blue, χ2=61.76, d.f.=1, P<0.001), but showed no
further increase as rod diameter doubled (Fig. 3C, blue, χ2=0.18,
d.f.=2, P=0.9). An increase in sphere diameter also resulted in toe
relative force increasing from about 70% to 98% (Fig. 3A, orange,
ANOVA, F2,133=39.93, P<0.001).
Fig. 3D–F show the results when we change the angle (θ)

between the toe and the 12.7 mm rod. As θ increased from 0 deg to

90 deg, the absolute force increased from 3.04±0.58 N (θ=0 deg,
N=7, n=43) to 3.41±0.39 N (θ=30 deg, N=7, n=43) and 3.97±
0.35 N (θ=60 deg, N=7, n=45) before it finally reached 4.45±
0.53 N (θ=90 deg, N=7, n=51). The relative force increased
from 58.2±14.7% (θ=0 deg) to 105.3±19.7% (θ=90 deg), as
shown in Fig. 3F (purple, χ2=97.39, d.f.=3, P<0.001). The
component of force directed perpendicular to the rod increased
with angle (Fig. 3F, blue), whereas the parallel component
decreased (Fig. 3F, green).

Foot adhesion
Fig. 3G–I show the results of pulling a foot possessing five soft toes
differing in orientation. The maximum force for a whole foot ranged
from 0.52 N to 13.96 N (Fig. 3H) in our experimental trials. The
maximum shear force on the flat control surface averaged 9.38±
0.42 N (N=7, n=109; Fig. 3G, solid symbols), whereas the
maximum adhesion normal force pulling away from the flat
control surface averaged just 0.79±0.04 N (N=7, n=109; Fig. 3G,
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Relative force (in F) was calculated using the flat control (in D). (G–I) Forces of a foot, with five toes, pulled off rods (blue) and spheres (orange). The top graphic
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open symbols). Foot forces for the flat shear control were
comparable to previous reports (Irschick et al., 1996; Song et al.,
2020a). There was no significant change in control foot forces as a
function of rod or sphere diameter (Fig. 3G; P>0.05). When we
pulled a foot after all toes grabbed the rod, the absolute
force decreased from 8.89±0.60 N (N=7, n=42) on the 6.4 mm
rod to 2.26±0.51 N (N=7, n=42) on the 38 mm rod (Fig. 3H, blue).
The sphere with a diameter of 6.7 mm was too small to
permit contact of a toe or foot. The pulling force on spheres also
showed a decrease from 9.15±1.10 N (D=12.7 mm, N=7, n=44) to
3.24±0.69 N (D=38 mm, N=7, n=52). Fig. 3I displays the relative
foot forces calculated by using a flat, shear control (solid symbols,
left ordinate) and a flat, normal adhesion control (open symbols,
right ordinate), respectively. Similar to the absolute force, the
relative force of the foot was the greatest on the smallest rod
(D=6.7 mm), attaining 90.9±13.5% of shear control force (Fig. 3I,
blue solid symbols, left ordinate) and a near 15-fold increase relative
to the adhesion control (open symbols; right ordinate). As the
diameter of the rods increased, the relative foot force decreased from
79.5±14.4% on 12.7 mm rod to 25.7±11.4% on 38 mm rod (Fig. 3I,
blue solid symbols, shear control, F3,174=182.88, P<0.001). As
sphere size increased, relative force decreased from 86.2±12.3% to
35.1±14.2% on the 38 mm sphere (Fig. 3I, orange, solid symbols,
shear control, F2,137=198.45, P<0.001). We found that relative force

using the adhesive control data (open symbols; right ordinate)
followed a tendency similar to that calculated using the shear
control, decreasing from 1362.8±391.4% on the 6.4 mm rod to
253.7±108.6% on the 38 mm rod and from 1179.8±287.0% on the
12.7 mm sphere to 428.3±188.7% on the 38 mm sphere.

DISCUSSION
Geckos operate on natural surfaces that exhibit roughness across a
large range of scales (Russell and Johnson, 2007). As pointed out by
Russell et al. (2019), unscrambling the behaviors of toes and feet
that facilitate the rapid locomotion of geckos remains a grand
challenge, and can not only provide insight into understanding
biological adhesives, but can assist in the design of gecko-inspired
adhesives. Studies focused on the attachment of setae and lamellae
on microscopic and mesoscopic roughness have revealed the
roughness-dependent adhesion of setae and setal arrays (Gillies
et al., 2014; Huber et al., 2007). Research on the whole-body
performance (Vanhooydonck et al., 2005) and whole foot adhesion
(Stark et al., 2015) on patterned substrates showed that the available
substrate area affects foot adhesion (Russell and Johnson, 2007). In
addition to the adhesive hairs, the claws also contribute significantly
to interlocking with microscale irregularities (Naylor and Higham,
2019; Zani, 2000). Yet, claws can be ineffective once the size of the
surface protrusion is much larger than that of the claw tips (Song
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et al., 2016). Alternatively, the compliance of toes and feet can play
an indispensable role when dealing with roughness at sizes similar
to the lamellae (Gillies et al., 2014). Here, we show that the shape,
size and orientation of the macroscale substrate features challenge
the effectiveness of gecko toe and foot function.

Toe adhesion varies with the shape, size and orientation
of macroscale protrusions
While interacting with the micro and nano roughness, spatulae show
decreases in attachment force as the roughness (RMS) increases
from 20 nm to 200 nm, but an increasewhen the substrate roughness
increases from 200 nm to 2000 nm (Huber et al., 2007). When
examining mesoscopic roughness, lamellar adhesion also displays a
decrease as the size of the substrate features increase from small to
lamellar size, but an increase as the size of the substrate features
increase further (Gillies et al., 2014). For macroscale protrusions in
our isolated toe experiments, we primarily found increases in shear
force with object diameter (Fig. 3).
When we dragged a toe along round rods with diameters (D)

ranging from 12.7 mm to 38 mm, the maximum relative force
increased continuously and attained 95.3% of the flat control value
on the 38 mm rods. Assuming all setae contribute equally, the
data show that the relative force approximately scales to
D0.47(F=17.65D0.47, R2=0.99 for the average data; F=17.02D0.47,
R2=0.62 for all data), indicating the number of setae in contact might
also be proportional to the 0.47 power of the rod diameter.
To propose possible explanations of our results, let us assume
that contacting setae fields function uniformly, even though
compression of setae in the contact regions and the extent to
which compliant toes will conform to the rod will require further
investigation (Fig. 4A shows a cross-sectional view of an adhered
toe along the rod). Let us propose a critical depth h beyond which
the setae fail to contact the curved surface effectively. By assuming
that toes are non-compliant in the transverse direction and
considering the contact geometry (Fig. 4A, Fig. S1A), we
estimated the width of contact region as 2(Dh−h2)0.5 and contact
area as 2LT(Dh−h2)0.5, where LT is the length of contact region. Given
that the ratio between h andD is smaller than 2.4% in our experiment,
the contact area of toes along the rods changes with diameter
approximately proportional to D0.5. Thus, the shear force, which is
related to the contact area (Song et al., 2020a), would be linearly
related to D0.5, approximating our experiment results. In turn, if h is
specified, a critical diameter of rod on which the force will reach its
plateau can be estimated. For example, if we take the setae length
(about 0.11 mm) as the critical h and 4 mm as the width of a toe, we
find D≈36 mm. Our results represent a first step motivating
comprehensive investigation into the contact mechanics at the level
of the toe and foot and, thereby, the choice of a valid contact model
(e.g. Hertzian, JKR, Kendal Peel, Peel Zone; Hertz, 1881; Johnson
et al., 1971; Kendall, 1975; Pesika et al., 2007; Tian et al., 2006)
based on material properties and geometry of the system. We must
emphasize that estimations from these simple calculations depend on
the degree to which setae completely compress in the center of the
contact zone, the variation in compression as rod diameter changes,
and the extent of toe compliance itself. A complete mechanistic
explanation of our findings requires future integration of
experimentation and model validation focused on a single toe or
even a part of a toe aided by advanced contact area and force
measurement techniques.
If toes are precisely perpendicular to the rods, they conform to the

curved surface very effectively owing to the compliance in the
longitudinal direction (Russell, 1975). Measured toe forces were

comparable to the flat control during perpendicular, across-rod
dragging on a 12.7 mm rod (Fig. 3B, blue). Toe force did not
increase further with an increase in rod diameter but remained
similar to the flat control surface. Toes function effectively in the
transverse direction, especially at smaller diameters, compared with
along-rod pulling (Fig. 3B, green; Fig. S1A). For across-rod pulling,
the toe force is determined by the length of the contact region and
the local performance of setae (Fig. 4B, Fig. S1B). Generally, the
shear force would be constant on most rods if no normal force is
generated. As we pull a single toe, the toe seems unable to generate
normal adhesive force, but likely add compressive forces as the rod
diameter decreases (Fig. 4B, Fig. S1B). Presumably, as we pulled a
single toe perpendicular to the rod axis, a decrease in the rod
diameter seems to cause an increase in the compression to achieve a
force balance in the vertical direction because the overall
perpendicular forces F⊥ in the test were close to zero (Fig. 2). The
compressive force also might function to preload the setae and can
increase on small rods. A normal preload pressure can enhance setal
performance (Autumn et al., 2000; Russell, 2002; Tian et al., 2006).
Thus, the measured force on small rods can be theoretically larger
than on flat surfaces. However, if the diameter of the rods is too
small, then there will be an insufficient available surface area for the
toes to contact, thus weakening the attachment (Russell and
Johnson, 2007; Stark et al., 2013).

Considering that substrates often are not ideally aligned for toes, we
varied the angle (θ) between the toe and a 12.7 mm rod (Fig. 1C, 4).
After measuring the resultant force (F) for a changing θ, we further
computed the components along the rod axis (Fa) and perpendicular to
the rod axis (Fp) by using Fa= Fcosθ and Fp= Fsinθ, respectively
(Fig. 3E,F). Interestingly, with the increase in angle (θ), the
component perpendicular to the rod increased consistently
(Fp=1.175θ, R2=0.99 for average data; Fp=1.164θ, R2=0.96 for all
data), whereas the component along the rod decreased when the angle
was smaller than 30 deg, with the greatest decrease at a 60 deg angle
(Fa=−0.012θ2+0.416θ+58.206, R2=0.99 for average data,
Fa=−0.013θ2+0.473θ+58.261, R2=0.86 for all data). Consequently,
the shear force of toes increased moderately when the angle was
smaller than 60 deg with the greatest increase occurring at 90 deg.

Spheres seem to possess both the advantages and disadvantages
speculated for rods. Toes can bend longitudinally to fit the round
surface to possibly produce compressive forces. Yet, toes likely fail
to contact effectively widthwise due to the curvature of substrate.
We found that attachment capability of toes on spheres was reduced
in comparison with across-rod pulling, but was more similar to
along-rod pulling, especially when the sizes of spheres were
intermediate at 12.7–25.4 mm (Fig. 3B, orange).

Our findings indicated that the size, shape and orientation of the
macroscale protrusion on a substrate affect the toe’s adhesive force
significantly. However, even though the toe may realize only 50%
of its adhesive potential on a rod whose diameter corresponds to the
width of a toe, the absolute force (about 2 N) is still large enough to
hold a whole gecko weighing 100 g.

Foot adhesion varies with the shape, size and orientation
of macroscale protrusions
For feet, both the absolute and relative force increased as the
diameter of rods and spheres decreased. The force on the smallest
diameter sphere (12.7 mm; 9.15±1.11 N) was the largest measured
in all our experiments. Although a toe can display about 60% of its
potential while being pulled perpendicularly across a rod (6.4 mm;
Fig. 3C blue), a foot with five toes grasping the same rod, with
toes nearly perpendicular to the rod, generated the largest force
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(8.89±0.60 N) for this shape (Fig. 3H and Fig. 4C, 2). Our results
support the findings of Hawkes et al. (2015), who designed a
remarkably effective gecko-inspired, shear adhesion gripper that
uses fibrillar adhesives to conform to rods, spheres, and a variety
of shapes.
Morphological observations indicate that feet, with their

controllable, distributed, compliant toes are able to conform to,
and even grasp the macro-scale rough substrates when geckos
negotiate a series of vertical rods during sideways wall running
(Song et al., 2020a), more like that observed in chameleons (Spinner
et al., 2014) and human hands (Sundaram et al., 2019). By doing
this, feet successfully reverse the force tendencies observed in toes
for protrusion size, generating large forces on small protrusions.
To begin to explain our force measurements using morphological

observations (Fig. 4C, 1), we illustrate two possible foot behaviors
(Fig. 4C, 2 and 3). Toes could partially wrap around and grasp small
protrusions (Fig. 4C, 2), but are unable to wrap very large objects
(Fig. 4C, 3). For small objects, toes wrapping under the horizontal
midline can generate perpendicular compressive forces toward the
object, thereby supporting it (Fig. 4C, blue arrows), while being
pulled. Friction caused by the above-mentioned compression can
expand the grasping potential of feet, but is not always required
because of the existence of the adhesive force perpendicular to and
away from the object’s surface results from the frictional adhesion
produced by setae (Fig. 4C, black arrows; Autumn et al., 2006b;
Hawkes et al., 2015). Notably, active adduction may occur among
the distributed toes and could create an extra perpendicular,
squeeze-induced force pushing the object away to create a normal
reaction force that increases the shear force tangential to the object.
Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to distinguish how much the
active adduction contributed to local compression, thereby the shear
force, in the recent experiments. We thus did not make a strict
distinction here and treated them as one for a general discussion.
Frictional adhesion couples the perpendicular force to the shear
force parallel to the surface (Fig. 4C, orange arrows; see Fig. S1 for
more detail).
For both cases, assuming all toes function equally, we can

approximate the total force (FT) of a foot containing five toes
(Fig. 4C) using:

FT ¼ 5ðFkcosb+F?sinbÞ; ð1Þ

where β is the angle between a toe and the final force direction, and
Fk and F? are the overall parallel and perpendicular forces of a
single toe originating at the point of toe separation from the object,
respectively (the plus or minus sign depends on the direction of F?;
see Fig. S1 for details). If the perpendicular forces ðF?Þ of the toes
are negligible, Eqn 1 becomes comparable to the form used by
Hawkes et al. (2015) (see their eqn 1).
Generally, on large rods and sphere protrusions where βwas close

to 90 deg, dragging was mainly resisted by the adhesive force,
whereas on small diameter protrusions where βwas less than 90 deg,
the shear force of toes contributed more. Therefore, with the
decrease in β, the source of the measured force shifted from the
perpendicular force ðF?Þ to the parallel force Fk. As the parallel
force was generally much greater than the perpendicular force at
toes, this provides a partial explanation for feet developing large
forces on small rods and spheres. Also, through the synergistic
function among toes, feet expand the adhesive regions of toes and
add the capability of exerting grasping supportive forces. By
considering the frictional adhesion law of setae (Autumn et al.,
2006b) and assuming that the local compressive force is not larger

than the local shear force, we explored Eqn 1 and equations
mentioned in Fig. S1C for the aim of maximizing FT, and found that
although squeezing forces that increase the normal force, and
thereby friction (which is a component of local parallel force), are
possible, generating shear force and attractive force at all toes is
likely beneficial for feet adhering to large protrusions (Fig. 4C, 3;
Fig. S1C3; and also as shown in Hawkes et al., 2015), whereas
generating compressive (supportive) force at the bottom part of toes
(refer to the horizontal axis of protrusion with adhesion at the upper
part of toes) will facilitate foot attachment to small protrusions
(Fig. 4C2, Fig. S1C3) which can be wrapped by toes. When
compression occurs, the pressure might produce more intimate
contact of the setal arrays, and, therefore, larger forces than
behaviors without a preload. Feet also allow the toes to wrap the
protrusions more completely. Consequently, one may expect an
increase in total force for any single toe in this case. This could
partly explain why a single toe develops only about 60% of its
shear adhesion when being pulled perpendicular to a 6.4 mm rod
(Fig. 3C, blue), but multiple toes permit foot forces to attain over
90% of the shear control on that same, small diameter rod (Fig. 3I,
blue solid symbols). As mentioned above, active adduction might
occur during the experiment and enhance the performance of toes,
and thereby that of the whole foot, but this is hard to clarify here as
adduction is quite complex in a gecko foot possessing five toes
and may also be dependent on the substrate. Although technically
challenging, synchronous measurement of individual toe force
and EMG of all five toes during grasping would be a useful
next step.

A final important finding demonstrates the importance of shape.
Relative force of feet on spheres was greater than that on rods with
the same diameter (Fig. 3I, D=12.7 mm, F1,87=5.57, P=0.02;
D=25.4 mm, F1,83.78=14.10, P<0.001; D=38 mm, F1,92=14.59,
P<0.001). A foot can only distribute five toes to the two sides of
the rod while grasping the rod but can spread toes to span more
contact area when grasping a sphere (Fig. 4C, 1). Thus, some toes
will not be perpendicular to the axis of the rods and will fail to reach
their maximum adhesive force when grasping rods (Fig. 3F). By
contrast, all toes can attach along the tangential direction of surface
at the contact region while grasping spheres.

Foot and toe function at the macroscale – a bridge to the
natural environment
Our results point to the high adaptability of feet containing multiple
compliant toes. In addition to geckos with adhesive toes, other
animals with distributed toes (or fingers) also exhibit the capability
of grasping objects similar in size to the toes themselves (Krause
and Fischer, 2013; Marzke and Wullstein, 1996; Schmidt and
Fischer, 2010). Adding compliance and grasping to multiple,
distributed (i.e. separable) toes significantly increases the capability
of effective interactions with surfaces composed of macroscale
features. Since the natural environment is often full of features
similar in size to animal attachment devices, such as tree branches,
rough tree bark and rocks (Russell and Johnson, 2007), toes can be
highly advantageous. Moreover, the ability to realign toes during
rapid running when encountering a perturbation adds to the
effectiveness (Song et al., 2020a). The design of foot attachment
using distributed toes has also proved successful in enhancing the
climbing ability of legged robots (Kim et al., 2007). Incorporating
compliance and controllability of multiple, distributed toes to
accommodate the terrain where robots must operate will further
increase their capacity to interact with a range of macroscale rough
shapes in their environment.
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The exceptional adhesive capability of gecko toes and feet results
in the extraordinary rapid, reliable and reversible attachment
required for agile locomotion on a wide array of terrains in any
orientation. Here, we quantified how the shape, size and orientation
of the macroscale features of the substrate affect toe and foot
adhesive force production by affecting the available contact areas,
the curvature of a toe and the configuration of toes on the foot. Feet
consisting of multiple compliant toes can generate sufficient force
under the most challenging circumstances in our experiment by
taking advantage of the adjustable distributed control. Results not
only increase our understanding of the gecko attachment on the
macroscale rough substrate, but also provide bio-inspiration for
manufacturing the feet of climbing robots by using distributed, soft
and controllable toes.
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